Oscillatory spin-polarized tunnelling from silicon quantum wells controlled by electric field.
Spin-dependent electronic transport is widely used to probe and manipulate magnetic materials and develop spin-based devices. Spin-polarized tunnelling, successful in ferromagnetic metal junctions, was recently used to inject and detect electron spins in organics and bulk GaAs or Si. Electric field control of spin precession was studied in III-V semiconductors relying on spin-orbit interaction, which makes this approach inefficient for Si, the mainstream semiconductor. Methods to control spin other than through precession are thus desired. Here we demonstrate electrostatic modification of the magnitude of spin polarization in a silicon quantum well, and detection thereof by means of tunnelling to a ferromagnet, producing prominent oscillations of tunnel magnetoresistance of up to 8%. The electric modification of the spin polarization relies on discrete states in the Si with a Zeeman spin splitting, an approach that is also applicable to organic, carbon-based and other materials with weak spin-orbit interaction.